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INTRODUCTION

Megatrends: A framework for the future
Leaders harness megatrends to disrupt a market
The pillars of convenience
Key findings
Convenience in essence

WHAT IS DRIVING THE TREND?

Five core drivers are shaping the Convenience megatrend
Shifting Economic Power
Population Change
Environmental Shifts and Pressures
Technology
Changing Values

CONVENIENCE IN ACTION

Convenience is based on time, immediacy and simplicity
Convenience: Time as an asset
Efficiency-focused solutions
iRobot leads robotic vacuum cleaning with clear proposition
Angi facilitates home services through easy intermediation
Buying time
Disney Genie is the evolution of fast passes through in-hand experiences
Convenience: Age of on-demand
Anytime, any place access
Duolingo has consolidated its presence by continually updating its services to stay relevant
Flexible options
Shopper fulfils consumers’ needs by tackling routine habits
Instant gratification
Rappi Turbo uses instant gratification to create needs, engage customers and generate loyalty
French Youzd C2C online platform benefits from fast delivery
Convenience: As simple as it can be
Effortless choices
Howz offers effortless health monitoring for seniors
Delta’s Delta Sync to offer seamless and personalised on-board experience
Frictionless experience
Tyne and Wear Metro introduces digital closed loop Pop card in Google Pay
L’O ré al’s YSL Scent- Sation using tech to encourage in-store engagement

CONCLUSION

Convenience: What you need to know
Convenience: What to focus on
The power of Megatrends

About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
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key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/megatrends-convenience/report.


